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Earth's seasons worksheet

When the Earth, moon and sun are at right angles, the pull is minim icing and causes the weakest tiles: neap tides. Page 2 [Home] This worksheet is a PDF. You will need Adobe Acrobat Reader to view the worksheet or responses. Each worksheet can consist of multiple pages, scroll down to see
everything. In this worksheet, we will rehearse an explanation of why the Earth's movements relative to the Sun cause seasons. A1: What is the main cause of the seasons? ASaeae between the Sun and Earth, changing the BHe.,The speed at which the Earth rotates around the Sun DFast, at which the
Earth rotates on its Q2 axis: The Earth axis is tilted at an angle. The inclination causes light to hit the Earth at different angles. At any given moment, every half or hemisphere gets more or less sunlight than the other half. Take a close look at the diagram shown. What season is shown in the northern
hemisphere? AFall BSummer CSpring DWinter Q3: Which pole is directed towards the Sun when the Northern Hemisphere is experiencing winter? ANorth Pole BSouth Pole CEquator DEarthov iso q4: Diagram shows the seasons in the northern Hemisphere.As Earth orbiting the Sun, the Earth's tilting is
always pointing in the same direction. When the northern hemisphere tilts away from the Sun, the Earth's surface does not receive as much thermal energy from Sun.As result, temperatures are lower. What season does this season describe? AWinter BAutumn CSpring DSummer Q5: The diagram shows
the sun's apparent path in the northern hemisphere. In what season does the sun appear to be the highest in the sky? ASummer BWinter CAutumn DSpring Q6: Anchors, Alaska, is near the North Pole. Quito in Ecuador is near the equator. The line graph shows the number of hours of daylight in both
places. Take a close look at the graphs. Why does Anchorage have fewer hours of sunlight than Quito in the months of October, November, December, January and February? Anchorage is in the southern hemisphere, so it gets fewer hours of sunlight during the winter months. BAnchorage is in the
northern hemisphere, so it gets more hours of sunlight during the winter months. CAnchorage is in the northern hemisphere, so it gets less sunlight during the winter months. DAnchorage is close to the equation, so it has the same amount of sunlight each month. V7: Which season has the longest hours
of daylight? AFall BSummer CWinter DSpring Q8: Mia drew a picture of Earth. She forgot to add stickers. What letter shows the wass? What hemisphere does Z point to? 9: Madison, David and Scarlett talk about why we have seasons. Who's right? AScarlett BMadison CDavid Q10: Fill in the Blank: The
sequence of seasons is due to the tilt of the Earth as . AThe Sun rotates on its BEarth axis orbiting the Sun CEarth rotates on its axis Q11: Which of the following diagrams shows the correct earth axis? A B Q12: Look at this diagram of the Earth in its orbit around the Sun. The northern hemisphere is
leaning towards the Sun. ASummer BWinter CFall DSpring Loading ... Loading...
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